
Bethel Village Trails- Winter Use
Emergency Access Information

Bethel Inn Golf Course, Mill Hill Bethel, Maine

Trails for Nordic skiing, snowshoeing, fat biking.
Open ~December 15th to ~April 1. Summer use: see Bethel Village Trails Summer page

Interior road access: Limited via snowmobile

The Bethel Village Trails is a 30 kilometer network of groomed nordic skiing,
snowshoeing, and fat biking trails around and through the Bethel Inn Golf Course and Peter
Grover Hill.

Main Access: The main trail entry point is from the Bethel Inn using the paved and
plowed lot o� of Mill Hill or Broad Street. The Nordic Center is, located next to the Mill Brook
Tavern in the main building on the Bethel Inn, which is the golf shop in summer.

Schedule: There is no gate at these lots and the property is accessible 24/7. The
trails tentatively open December 15th weather dependent and run until ~April 1st.

Additional Information: The Nordic Center is sta�ed 8:30-4:30 everyday the trails
are open and can help locate people as needed.  The sta� has access to snowmobiles and a
tracked UTV.

Interior Road Access:
● Snowmobiles or UTVs with tracks are the best ways to access trails.
● There is an additional secondary access point onto Grover’s Grind from the

end of the Peter Grover Road, .15 miles o� of Paradise Road. There is a gate
and Inland Woods +Trails holds the key.

Coordinates for significant points in the network:

● Red Hut/Old Chimney (where Bingham Loop, Dick’s Best Guess, Double Helix and Mill
Brook converge): 44.38885, -70.78214

Trail Signs



As of winter 2022-2023, this property has metal signs at each junction and trailhead for
the ski trails and wooden trail signs for the bike and snowshoe trails. There is a location
code on the back of the wooden signs that indicate the location of that sign. This will be
upgraded in the future to include the ski trail signs. Please rely on the map for location, and
nearest trail intersections.

Bethel Village Trails- Winter Use Maps






